As an official member of the Object Management Group (OMG®), xPLM is progressively committed to standardization of projects relating to Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE), a multidisciplinary approach which helps to increase the efficiency of processes.

xPLM Solution officially joined the Object Management Group (OMG®) at the OMG Meeting in Berlin, in June 2013.

In course of the membership the idea of an integration platform for MBSE is actively accompanied by a doctorship in industry. Within OMG xPLM Solution GmbH is involved with Mantis Group and with Review-Taskforce of the modelling language SysML. “By means of this commitment we would like to be in the forefront for our customers when establishing methods of Systems Engineering in industrial practice. The opportunity to build up big knowledge in this field is certainly exorbitant at OMG and working with global standardization projects helps us to bring the essential knowledge carrier to the table”, Karl “Charly” Wachtel, Managing Director of xPLM Solution GmbH, said.

Link to OMG homepage: [www.omg.org](http://www.omg.org)

**About xPLM**

xPLM is an independent supplier of PLM services and integration solutions with offices in Germany, Switzerland and in the US. xPLM develops integration solutions between leading PLM, MCAD, ECAD, SysML, ERP, DMU, MS-Office and data exchange applications. The service portfolio ranges from analysis and definition of PLM business processes to planning and executing implementations, data migrations, training and operational support. xPLM customers include international companies from the automotive industry, machine and plant engineering, electronic and high tech, the pharmaceutical and chemical industry and the aerospace industry. xPLM consulting services range from classic PLM process consulting based on CM-II and ISO10007, to workshops in model-based systems engineering and process improvement based on ISO15288.
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